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We proposed a quantitative thermodynamic theory to address the physical process of
surface roughening during the epitaxial growth of core-shell NW with alloy layer. The
surface roughening origins from the transformation of the Frank-van der Merwe (FM)
mode to the Stranski-Krastanow (SK) mode. In addition to the radius of NW core, the
composition and thickness of alloy shell could determine the growth behaviors due to
their modulation to the strain. The established theoretical model not only explains the
surface roughening caused by the alloy shell layer, but also provides a new way to con-
trol the growth of core-shell NW. © 2017 Author(s). All article content, except where
otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4983577]

The radial core-shell nanowire (NW), especially the Si-core/Ge-shell NW structure, has attracted
considerable interest, as a result of the potential for advanced microelectronic and optoelectronic
nanodevices, such as sensors,1 solar cells,2 and transistors,3 due to the tunable band gaps and increased
charge carrier mobility.4–6 However, the surface roughening, which exhibited as a periodic modulation
with island-like morphologies, would always appear on the surface of core-shell NW. Although
surface roughening can be considered as a quantum dot (QD)-NW heterostructure,7 it is a major
obstacle to the epitaxial growth of high quality core-shell NW experimentally,8–10 because it would
destroy the core-shell structure. Fortunately, Si-core/Ge-shell NW has already been realized on thin
NW experimentally.10–12 However, if the diameter of NW becomes larger, Ge QD would appear on
NW.8,11–13 Similarly, the other systems, such as GaAs/InAs,14 InAs/InP,15 GaAs/AlGaAs system,16

InAs/GaSb,17 and AlAs/GaAs,18 have the same growth behaviors. Thus, the diameter of NW plays
an important role in determining the surface roughening. However, modulating the core-shell NW by
limiting the diameter of NW would impede the further development of core-shell NW devices, and
cannot resolve the puzzle of surface roughening thoroughly.

In addition to the diameter of NW, the shell constitute can also control the appearance of surface
roughening, such as taking the SixGe1-x alloy layer instead of pure Ge materials growing on Si NW.19

Furthermore, the alloy shell can also improve the optical properties due to the composition features.20

However, owing to the join of alloy shell, the growth mechanism of core-shell NW is more complex.
The theoretical works on the core-shell NW have developed from the thermodynamic energy analysis
of NW and the epitaxial growth behavior to the physical origin of the surface roughening on core-
shell NW.21–26 Our previous theoretical model26 have studied the epitaxial growth of core-shell
NW with single-element shell layer, and only focused on the effect of NW diameter. However, the
underlying physical mechanism involved in the surface roughening of core-shell NW with alloy shell
is still unclear. Thus, it is urgent to investigate the basic physics involved in the epitaxial growth of
core-shell NW heterostructure with alloy shell.

In this contribution, by accounting for the influence of alloy shell layer, we propose a quantitative
thermodynamic theory to address the epitaxial growth of core-shell NW heterostructure. Taking
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Si-core/SixGe1-x-shell NW structure as an example, we reveal that the composition and thickness of
the shell layer determines the surface roughening on core-shell NW.

On the basis of the physical origin of surface roughening, the smooth shell layer growth on NW
can be considered as a layer by layer growth (Frank-van der Merwe, FM mode) on a curved surface,
while the surface roughening can be attributed to the QD formation (Stranski-Krastanow, SK mode)
on the NW. The surface stability of core-shell NW is decided by the energy competition of the two
growth modes. Assuming a two-dimensional epitaxial SixGe1-x layer with thickness tWL on the Si
NW with radius of RNW , the composition of Si in the epitaxial alloy layer is x. The energy difference
caused by unit volume ∆V of atoms diffusing from the layer to QD is

∆E =ESK − EFM (1)

where ESK is the energy change of QD with increased unit volume ∆V, while EFM is the energy
change when the layer added unit volume ∆V. In order to minimize the total energy of the whole
system and achieve the stable state, the system needs to be under the condition of ∆E = 0. If ∆E < 0,
the growth of QD will be favorable, while the layer will grow thicker when ∆E > 0.

Considering the influence of the content of Si in SixGe1-x alloy layer, the strain of the alloy
layer on a plan substrate can be considered as εa = 1−x

1−xε0
ε0, where ε0 =

ashell−aNW
ashell

. aNW and ashell are
the lattice constants of the bulk material of the NW and the single-element shell layer. Furthermore,
because the NW surface is curved, the strain between the epitaxial layer and the NW becomes more
complex than that on planar substrate. In the longitudinal direction, because of the minor effect of
the curved surface, the strain component is similar to the epitaxial growth on the planar substrate as
εz = εa. In the direction normal to the NW surface, there is no stress by omitting the effect of the
two ends of the NW.27 Also, the shear strain components are all equal to zero.28 The contribution
of curvature is mainly acted on the tangential direction to the NW surface. The tangential strain εt

has a relationship with the radius of NW RNW and the thickness of layer t,21 and can be expressed as
εt(t)= εa −

t
RNW

(1 − εa). Therefore, the average strain is ε = (εa + εt)/2.
Based on the surface strain of the alloy layer on NW with different thickness, we can decide the

strain energy of the shell layer as

Eel
FM = 2Gi

(1 + ν)
1 − ν

∆V
∫

RNW +tWL+∆t
RNW +tWL

ε(r)2rdr

∫
RNW +tWL+∆t

RNW +tWL
rdr

. (2)

Moreover, the surface energy would change with the volume, and can be written as

Es
FM =

∆V
ρc

[
(γa − γNW )

ho
e−

tWL
ho +

γWL

RNW + tWL
]. (3)

The first term reflects the influence of layer thickness, in which ho is the thickness of the monolayer, γa

and γNW represent the surface energy density of the bulk material of alloy layer and NW, respectively.
Meanwhile, the last term shows the effect of the surface curvature on the change of surface energy.
γWL is the energy surface density with thickness of tWL + ∆t, which we can express as γWL = γNW

+ (γa − γNW )(1 − e−
tWL+∆t

ho ).29,30 ∆t is the increscent thickness of the wetting layer with ∆V atoms
transferred. The relationship between ∆t and ∆V is ∆t = ρc∆V, where ρc is the density of the QDs.
Therefore, according to the elastic strain energy and the surface energy, the energy change of the
epitaxial layer caused by the atoms migrating is

EFM =Eel
FM + Es

FM . (4)

Meanwhile, the migration of atoms would lead to the energy change of QD, including the surface
energy, strain energy and strain relaxation energy. When unit volume of atoms adding to the QD, the
surface energy change of single QD is

Es
SK =

ζγa − ξγWL

risland
∆V , (5)

in which ζ and ξ are the shape factors of the QD. Note that, the QD can form until the volume achieves
the critical volume, thus risland is the radius of the QD with critical volume.21,31,32 Furthermore, based
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on the strain dependent on layer thickness, the elastic strain energy of QD must be integral with
different layers in the QD, which can be expressed as

Eel
SK = 2Gi

1 + ν
1 − ν

∆V
∫

hisland
0 ε(h)2(hisland − h)2dh

∫
hisland

0 (hisland − h)2dh
, (6)

where hisland is the height of the QD with critical volume, Gi and ν are the shear modulus and Poisson
ratio. However, the strain not only affects the elastic strain energy of QD, but also the elastic relaxation
energy. The elastic relaxation energy drives the formation of QD, which can be calculated by

Er
SK =−κY

1 + ν
1 − ν

tan α∆V
∫

hisland
0 ε(h)2(hisland − h)2dh

∫
hisland

0 (hisland − h)2dh
, (7)

in which Y is the Young’s modulus, κ is the numerical shape factor and α is the contact angle of the
QD. Based on the surface energy, elastic strain and relaxation energy, the total energy change of QD
induced by the added volume is

ESK =Eel
SK + Er

SK + Es
SK . (8)

Therefore, we can obtain the energy difference ∆E caused by ∆V of atoms diffusing from the
layer to QD. We can judge whether the surface roughening appears by comparing the energy change
of the layer and the QD. When ESK > EFM , the layer growth is preferred, that is, the core-shell NW
structure can be well presented. Contrarily, when ESK < EFM , the surface roughening phenomena
will appear.

To check the validity of our model, we used the Si-core/SixGe1-x-shell NW structure as an
example in this study. In order to illustrate the growth mechanism of the core-shell NW with alloy
shell, we studied the epitaxial growth on planar substrate firstly as showed in Fig. 1(a). That is
Si-core/SixGe1-x-shell NW with infinite radius of NW. The black line represents the pure Ge epitaxial
layer growth on Si substrate. With few epitaxial layers on the substrate, the energy change of FM
mode is smaller than the SK mode because the layer can store all the strain. Thus, the FM growth
mode, which is represented by PF1, is favorable. However, the layer cannot withstand the energy when
the layer thickens to a critical thickness. Then QD would form to release the energy, i.e. SK growth
mode denoted by PS1 appears. The results are in good agreement with Ge epitaxial layer growth
on Si planar substrate both in theory and experiments.21,33–35 When Ge epitaxial layer changes to
be SixGe1-x alloy layer, the strain would decrease with the Si composition x. Hence, the alloy layer
grows thicker than the pure Ge layer due to the decreasing energy in every layer. Taking x = 0.3 as
the example, the critical thickness which divides the FM mode (PF2) and SK mode (PS2) is thicker
than x = 0. Furthermore, the critical thickness increases with the composition x. If the composition
of Si continues to increase, the strain would be small enough to store in the layer rather than forming
QD. Then the FM growth mode is more favorable than the SK mode no matter how thick the layers
are. In the example of x = 0.6, the energy difference between the two modes is always above the zero
line. Thus, there is only FM mode, which is represented by PF3.

On the basis of the epitaxial growth on planar substrate, we studied the influence of alloy layer on
the epitaxial growth of core-shell NW. Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) show the results of Si-core/SixGe1-x-shell
NW structure with radius of 30 nm and 10 nm, respectively. Comparing with the planar substrate, the
shell layers release more strain and the change in surface area becomes larger due to the curvature of
NW substrate. However, the pure Ge epitaxial layer growth on NWs with radius of 30 nm and 10 nm
both converts from FM to SK. The FM and SK mode are represented by NF1 and NS1 respectively.
With the composition of Si increases, such as x = 0.3, the strain decreases. Hence, the shell layer
thickens when the growth mode transform from FM to SK during the initial layer deposited. The two
growth modes are represented by NF2 and NS2. However, for the thinner NW with radius of 10 nm,
the curvature of NW is large enough to relax the strain to the minimum when the shell layer continues
to thicken. Then the shell layer can release the strain rather than forming QDs, thus the growth mode
turns back to FM mode again, which has been observed experimentally.11 The second FM mode is
represented by NF2-B. When the composition increases to be 0.6, for the thicker NW with radius of
30 nm, the strain achieves a minimum state, and the critical thickness of shell layer corresponding to
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FIG. 1. The energy difference between the two growth modes as the function of epitaxial layer thickness on planar substrate
(a) and NW substrate with radius of 30 nm (b) and 10 nm (c). The black, red and blue line represent SixGe1-x alloy shell
with composition x = 0, 0.3, 0.6, respectively. (d) Schematic illustration of FM and SK growth modes on planar substrate
and NW substrate. The blue degree denotes the composition of Si in SixGe1-x alloy shell. PF and PS represent FM modes
and SK modes on planar substrate with different composition, while NF and NS denote FM modes and SK modes on NW
substrate.

the transition to the SK mode increases to infinite. Then the shell layer can store all the energy and
the surface of core-shell NW keeps stable no matter how thick the shell layer is. For the thinner NW
with radius of 10 nm, the SK mode region between the two critical thickness reduces until disappear
with the composition increase as showed in Fig. 1(c). Hence, there is only FM mode (NF3) without
the limitation of shell scale and NW radius when the composition is large enough.

Fig. 1(d) shows the schematic illustration of the growth mode transformation. The left parts
illustrate the FM mode (PF1, PF2, PF3) and SK mode (PS1, PS2) of alloy layer with composition x
= 0, x = 0.3, and x = 0.6 growth on planar substrate. The right parts illustrate the modes transition
on NW substrate. The growth mode on NWs with radius of 30 nm and 10 nm transforms form
FM (NF1) to SK (NS1) when x = 0. When the composition increases to 0.3, the FM mode (NF2) still
transforms to SK mode (NS2), but the FM mode (NF2-B) appears again on thinner NW substrate.
When the composition is large enough, the effect of radius becomes negligible. There is always FM
mode which is illustrated by NF3. Therefore, we can conclude that the composition of shell layer
plays an important role to control the occurrence of surface roughening on core-shell NW.

According to the analysis above, the radius of NW core, the thickness and the composition of alloy
shell layer all play important roles in determining the epitaxial growth modes. Fig. 2 shows the diagram
of the surface roughening on the core-shell NW with the radius of NW core and the composition
of shell when the layer thickness is 3 nm. Due to the decreased strain caused by the curvature of
NW, thinner NW could be more stable with the same shell layer. Moreover, the surface roughening
on the larger NW could disappear by increasing the composition, because larger composition can
decrease the strain directly. The critical line, which represents the largest radius for core-shell NW
without surface roughening, divides the regime into the SK mode and FM mode in Fig. 2. The purple
region above the critical line enables the formation of QD while the FM mode becomes favorable in
the yellow region. In experiments, Si-core/Ge-shell NW has been synthesized with radius between
5 nm-7.5 nm,10,11 while surface roughening appears on larger NW, such as the experimental data
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FIG. 2. Phase diagram of surface roughening on the Si-core/SixGe1-x-shell NW with the composition x of alloy shell and the
radius of NW. The purple region enables the formation of QD, while FM mode is favorable in yellow region. The experimental
data of core-shell NW in yellow region are from refs. 10, 11, and 19, respectively. The experimental data in purple
region is from ref. 13.

in purple region.13 Furthermore, Si-core/Si0.56Ge0.44-shell NW have been realized with radius of
15 nm,19 which is in good agreement with our theoretical model. Hence, modulating composition of
shell layer can widen the scale range of core-shell NW without surface roughening.

In order to illustrate the effect of the alloy shell layer clearly, we conclude the phase diagram of
the surface roughening on the NW with radius of 15 nm based on the composition and the thickness
of shell layer as showed in Fig. 3. In the left part of the diagram where the composition is smaller, the
ability of the layer to store energy is limited and the strain could decrease by thickening the curved
layer. Hence, the thickness of shell layer plays a major role in controlling the surface roughening. With
the composition increases, the effect of composition in decreasing the strain becomes more effectively
than the layer thickness. Thus, the FM mode is favorable again because the larger composition and
the thicker shell layer decrease the strain to the minimum. Meanwhile, if the composition continues
to increase, the strain is small enough to be stored in the shell layer rather than relaxed by forming
QD. Hence, the FM mode is always preferred without the limitation of layer thickness. Importantly,
the Si-core/SixGe1-x-shell NWs have been realized with 3.9 nm Si0.39Ge0.61 alloy shell layer and

FIG. 3. Phase diagram of surface roughening on the Si-core/SixGe1-x-shell NW with the composition x and the thickness of
the alloy shell layer. The surface roughening would appear on core-shell NW in the purple region while stable core-shell NW
can be obtained in yellow region. The experimental data (�) in the yellow region which denote the perfect core-shell NW are
from ref. 19, while the experimental data of core-shell NW with surface roughening are from ref. 13.
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2.9 nm Si0.56Ge0.44 alloy shell layer experimentally,19 which are both located in the yellow region.
Meanwhile, with the same radius of 15 nm, the surface of Si-core/Ge–shell NW always appear
roughening in experiments,13 which is in good agreement with our theoretical results.

In summary, we have developed a quantitative thermodynamic model to address the physical
mechanism of the epitaxial growth of the radial core-shell NW structure with alloy shell. The com-
petition of the FM and SK mode can determine the surface roughening. In addition to the radius of
NW core, the composition and the thickness of the alloy shell layer are important factors to control
the growth behavior. Furthermore, modulating alloy shell can not only break the scale limitation in
avoiding the surface roughening, but also apply more possibility to the epitaxial growth of core-
shell NW. Importantly, the agreement between the theoretical results and experiments for the radial
Si-core/SixGe1-x-shell NW structure suggests that the developed model is applicable to the
understanding and design of epitaxial growth on core-shell NW.

The authors would like to thank the National Nature Science Foundation of China (No. 11404217)
and Shenzhen Fundamental Research subject-layout project (JCYJ20160427105015701).
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